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Summary       Published 2021

Set in both the past and the present, and on both the island of Cyprus and 
the island of Great Britain, The Island of Missing Trees is about what  
separates and connects generations through both time and place. When a 
civil war threatens the safety of all of Cyprus in 1974, many stay but some 
are forced to leave. Among those is Kostas Kazantakis, who must leave 
behind his family and the girl he loves – Dephne. The two reunite 25 years 
later and even marry and have a child. However, the pain of the past is an 
inescapable part of their current lives. Their 16-year-old daughter, Ada, 
feels this pain though they share no details, thinking this protects her. The 
novel traces Ada’s slow discovery of her parents’ past, while also revealing 
realities to the reader that even Ada’s parents don’t fully know or 
understand.



Educational Significance

The narration alternates between 3rd person POV and 1st person POV – through 
the perspective of a fig tree who has borne witness to multiple generations and has 
seen all the joy and tragedy on Cyprus. The fig later “migrates” to England with 
Kostas and continues to observe, seeing things that the humans cannot see or 
articulate themselves. This perspective adds another theme to the novel – that of 
the interconnectedness of humans and nature, one that humans all too often 
overlook.

The novel focuses not on the narrative our students are accustomed to – our own 
view of immigration and immigrants – but instead focuses on the pain of losing 
one’s home and everyone in it. It focuses on the difficulties of adjusting to new 
place while holding on to all you truly are – and how this affects generations into 
the future…



Wisdom from the fig tree:

“If families resemble trees, as they say, 
arborescent structures with entangled roots 
and individual branches jutting out at 
awkward angles, family traumas are like 
thick, translucent resin dripping from a cut in 
the bark. They trickle down generations” 
(Shafak 128).



Purpose and placement

Final unit of the year, allows us to end on a 
modern and thought-provoking work, with a 
focus on independent reading and thinking

Aligns with district goals – contemporary work 
with diverse voices (Middle East, Turkish, Greek)

Would culminate in a choice-based assessment, 
focusing on topics of culture, family background, 
our relationship to the natural world, the power 
of perspective, etc.



World Geography: Eastern 

World for 6th Grade

Jamee Markulis, 

Social Studies Teacher



6th Grade Social Studies



Why HMH?
• Updated terminology and academic vocabulary.
• Interactive online platform.
• Supports blended learning: Virtual field trips, 

multimedia connections, inquiry-based learning 
activities. 



Our team was excited by…  

• Frequently updated digital materials that reflect 
current events.

• Cross-curricular: Opportunities to incorporate 
argument writing with end of module activities.

• Already created materials!
– Formative and summative assessments; 

student data reports.



Our Top 5 Highlights: 
1. Google Classroom Compatible
2. Appealing to a Variety of Learners and 

Learning Styles
3. Encourages Critical Thinking and Higher Level 

Thinking Skills
4. Cross-Curricular Opportunities
5.  Frequently Updated Materials



1. Google Classroom Compatible 

• Students and staff are both already familiar 
with the LMS.

• HMH platform is user friendly.
• Teachers will not need to spend an excessive 

amount of time teaching students how to use 
the HMH platform. 



2. Appealing to a Variety of  Learners and 
Learning Styles

• Text to speech is already built in to the online 
textbook. 

• Students can highlight and take notes directly 
on the online textbook.

• Videos embedded within the textbook.
• Module Review includes digital flashcards, 

drag/drop activities, etc.
• Lesson enrichment at end of each lesson.
• Student choice: Review activities based on 

student self-assessment

Helpful for diverse learners and students with disabilities.



3. Encourages Critical Thinking and Higher 
Level Thinking Skills

• All modules begin with an essential question. This 
drives the lesson materials; students will be able to 
truly think as social studies scholars.

• Quick checks for understanding built-in at the end of 
each digital lesson. 

• Document Based Questions

Ex. Interactive Activity

Quick Check

●

Ties to Science of 
Reading: Emphasis 
on academic 
vocabulary boosts 
comprehension.



4. Cross-Curricular Opportunities

• This was huge for our team!
– Each module concludes by reinforcing a major 

skill related to social studies.

• Example to the left is an excellent example of 
a cross-curricular opportunity.
– Argument writing

• DBQs are frequently included on the OST.



5. Frequently Updated Material

• A drawback of a traditional textbook is that 
the information is out of date almost 
immediately.

• The HMH online platform is updated to 
include ties to current events and updated 
terminology.

• Primary/secondary sources are chosen to 
reflect a variety of perspectives.

 



Questions?
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7th Grade 
Presentation

World Studies from 750 B.C. to 1600 A.D. 
Ancient Greece to the First Global Age



Benefits of an Updated Text

● Improve the clarity of explanations of content
● Provide more engaging content for the students
● Assists in personalized instruction for unique student needs
● New and improved activities that promote higher order thinking 

skills



Benefits of the HMH text
● Virtual field trips so students can explore the world
● Better aligned to the district’s vision and mission than the other texts sampled
● More culturally responsive than the other sampled texts
● Inquiry based learning
● Can save resources from different subject areas to create customizable lessons
● Custom assessments to help meet the needs of all students
● Digital assessment data to drive instruction
● Free resources from the History Channel
● Daily writing activities
● "Topics for Today" lessons address important current events that keep the curriculum 

relevant



Need for Print and Online Text

● Active reading strategies like highlighting, annotating, and asking yourself 
questions as you read are all effective at improving reading comprehension and 
these might be easier to do with print books

● Students have varying learning styles so this allows for student choice
● Studies have shown that reading printed text improves comprehension more than 

digital text 
● Cognitive load- Less opportunities for distractions



Online Features

● Access to rich content and standards-based instruction
● Assessments and actionable data insights
● Supplemental practice and instruction
● Students can take classwork wherever they go, even without internet 

access
● Assignments and resources can be easily accessed and organized in one 

place
● Students benefit from high interest, culturally relevant texts and 

characters

https://www.hmhco.com/blog/culturally-responsive-books-for-students


  United States History
Beginnings to 1877

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt

Grade 8 Social Studies



United States History 
Beginnings to 1877

Houghton Mifflin Harcourt 
Publishing Company 



HMH Online Textbook: 

There are 20 Modules (or chapters) in this text that cover 
America’s history from its beginnings - the first explorers, to 
the post-Civil War time period and Reconstruction.  The 
HMH text contains numerous useful features that enhance 
learning for students.  A few examples of                          
NEW FEATURES will be highlighted in this slide 
presentation.   



Updated Online Resource: E-Text Benefits

● The most beneficial component to an online textbook is the 
interactive element to learning.  

● There has not been a text we’ve reviewed with the amount of 
user-friendly resources and the simplicity of navigating, that HMH 
offers.  

● E-textbooks are accessible everywhere and no heavy book to carry.
● Content is shareable, updates are easy and no loose paperwork. 
● Research confirms, immediate feedback to guided questions and 

visuals (art-history) greatly improves a learner’s self-awareness, 
confidence and enthusiasm for learning.



New Features: Examples 

Active Reader 

Notes advising students 
how to best read the 

content for that lesson. 
*Inference based, charts or 

map-reading? 

Analyze Visuals

Visual Aids in every 
lesson are now 

interactive with a 
question that gives 

immediate feedback. 

Reading Check
Reading Check questions are 

interactive.  There is now 
immediate feedback to the 

student’s answer. This feature 
also indicates if the answer is 

correct or missing parts.  

Document Based 
Investigation: 

The end of each Module has 
two Document Based 

Investigations and a source 
analysis question for  

immediate 
feedback/answers.



A Push for Active Readers

What are “active readers”?
The text sets up students to be 
active readers by prompting 
them to make predictions, ask 
questions, provide summaries 
and make connections to 
similar concepts, today.  These 
themes are illustrated 
throughout each lesson.  

         The English Colonies
Essential Question

How did the colonial experience shape 
America’s political and social ideals? 

As you read this module, look for ways that the 
colonial experience shaped America’s political 
and social ideals. When you are done, you will 

write a short essay answering the Essential 
Question for this module.



VISUALS are information sources 
that deliver content through 
images rather than words. They 
can be primary sources or 
secondary sources. Photographs, 
fine art, advertisements, posters, 
illustrations, and cartoons are all 
examples of visuals. Historians 
use visuals to learn about the past. 
*Add Hotspots, or markers to 
indicate specific details to your 
image, and learning is enhanced.  

Images with 
Hotspots: 



Analyze Visuals: Example

What do you think would have 

been a commonly used method 

of transportation for people in 

this region?

● boats or canoes   

● covered wagons

● camels

● bicycles

Correct!





Document Based 
Investigations

Primary Source Readings & Analysis 
Questions

Primary sources are materials written by people who 

witnessed or took part-in historical events. Letters, 

newspaper articles, diaries, speeches, photographs, 

autobiographies, and legal documents are all examples of 

primary sources. When you analyze primary sources, you 

interpret them to understand what they reveal about history. 

Primary sources include a point of view because they were 

written or created by one person or group. Historians 

analyze primary sources to understand events from multiple 

points of view.
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Formative/Summative Continued 



Assessment Guidelines



Assessment Guidelines



Assessment Guidelines



 Questions



Upcoming Meetings

April 15, 2024 - New Date

June 3, 2024



Thank you - 

See you in April!  


